Kinetic models of odor transduction implemented as artificial neural networks. Simulations of complex response properties of honeybee olfactory neurons.
We present a formal model of olfactory transduction corresponding to the biochemical reaction cascade found in chemosensory neurons. It assumes that odorants bind to receptor proteins which, in turn, activate transducer mechanisms corresponding to second messenger-mediated processes. The model is reformulated as a mathematically equivalent artificial neural network (ANN). To enable comparison of the computational power of our model, previously suggested models of chemosensory transduction are also presented in ANN versions. In ANNs, certain biological parameters, such as rate constants and affinities, are transformed into weights that can be fitted by training with a given experimental data set. After training, these weights do not necessarily equal the real biological parameters, but represent a set of values that is sufficient to simulate an experimental set of data. We used ANNs to simulate data recorded from bee subplacodes and compare the capacity of our model with ANN versions of other models. Receptor neurons of the nonpheromonal, general odor-processing subsystem of the honeybee are broadly tuned, have overlapping response spectra, and show highly nonlinear concentration dependencies and mixture interactions, i.e., synergistic and inhibitory effects. Our full model alone has the necessary complexity to simulate these complex response characteristics. To account for the complex response characteristics of honeybee receptor neurons, we suggest that several different receptor protein types and at least two second messenger systems are necessary that may interact at various levels of the transduction cascade and may eventually have opposing effects on receptor neuron excitability.